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A.  INTRODUCTION 

 
Since 1998, the Ghanaian economy has continued to deteriorate.  High crude oil prices 
and low commodity prices have had a significant impact on the country's external 
balance of payments, leading to the decision early in 2001 to designate Ghana as a 
Highly Indebted Poor Country (HIPC).  Internal money supply problems, high 
inflation, interest rates and levels of debt servicing, and the rapid depreciation of the 
Cedi have also contributed to instability and a feeling of uncertainty about the future 
direction and development of the economy.  With the prospect of increasing economic 
uncertainty, many Ghanaians desire to purchase or gain more secure access to land to 
develop a home, a farm or business.  Land and property is seen as a means of protecting 
investments against future uncertainties, inflation and a way to accumulate wealth.  
However, despite massive personal investment in land and housing, especially in 
Accra, the land economy and land markets in Ghana remain weak.  A major challenge 
facing the Land Administration Program (LAP) is how to capitalise and develop the 
land economy in a way that will benefit all Ghanaians.  

This working paper examines the land economy and tenure in Ghana.  Considerable 
uncertainty exists over the operation of land markets, ownership and rights to land, land 
planning and development procedures.  These factors contribute directly to high level 
of land disputes, loss of tax revenues, the inability to use land as collateral and the loss 
of investor confidence in many sectors of the economy.  There is debate also about 
whether land titling will increase security of tenure, and the benefits this may have in 
terms of investment and productivity, especially in the rural sector.  The working paper 
discusses a range of issues affecting the land economy and development in Ghana, 
drawing upon the experience of other African countries.  Specific policy matters and 
issues are presented as a series of questions that need further investigation during phase 
I of the Land Administration Program (LAP). A strategy that addresses priority issues 
related to the formalisation of the land economy; land supply problems; enhancing 
performance and sustainability; equity, justice, and accountability and capacity 
building is presented.  

 B.  BACKGROUND 
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In rural and urban areas of Ghana, growing population, the diminishing supply of land, 
inter and intra-regional migration and urbanisation have contributed strongly to a 
growing demand for land throughout the country.  These pressures have resulted in 
inflationary increases to the price of land and property, uncertainty in the land delivery 
system, a lack of transparency and distortions in land markets. Corruption and the 
failure of public land agencies to develop and implement policies and regulations to 
improve the land economy have undermined national and international investor 
confidence in the land and other sectors of the economy (Centre for Democracy and 
Development in Ghana 1999).  Many of the problems facing the land economy are 
documented in the National Land Policy (Ministry of Land and Forestry 1999) and 
other studies, some dating back more than 25 years (Kassanga, et al. 1996; Larbi 1995; 
TD Consult 1999; Benneh 1975).   

The need for an efficient land sector is critical to rebuilding the economic capacity and 
wealth of the nation.  The long-term economic goal of the Government of Ghana is to 
develop an agric-industry driven economy. An efficient land management and 
administration system to restore confidence to investors and provide greater security of 
tenure to all users and occupiers of land is essential to the achievement of this goal.  A 
more efficient land management system is necessary also to address issues of 
landlessness, access to land for low income group housing, and to ensure more secure 
tenancy agreements for the use of land and property.  To achieve these objectives will 
require the adoption of traditional and non-traditional approaches to solving the many 
problems that face the land economy in Ghana. 

One of the most difficult issues affecting research on the land economy in Ghana is the 
paucity and fragmented nature of information and data on land.  Much of the 
information on land markets is derived from various international development agency 
funded studies associated with rural urban migration, poverty, planning, health and 
sanitation, and slum improvements studies.  Typically these studies tend to focus on 
investigating problems of land tenure and suggest sectoral solutions for appropriate 
legal and institutional frameworks for land administration and management; provision 
of affordable land for housing and other initiatives (Antwi 1996:2).  Most case studies 
on land markets provide little more than anecdotal and limited qualitative evidence of 
the operations of markets (Kassanga, et al. 1996).  Few recommendations contained in 
many of these studies have ever been actioned.  

It is against this background that the National Land Policy (1999) and the Land 
Administration Project (LAP) has been formulated. The problems of the land economy 
are multi-faceted and will not be solved by merely improving the titling and land tenure 
system.  If the impediments to land development and investment in Ghana are to be 
overcome, a multi-sector investigation of the land economy and its relationship to land 
administration and management is needed.  Such an investigation is likely to challenge 
many preconceived ideas on the operation of land markets and customary land tenure 
practices and effects on investment and development.  A comprehensive investigation 
of the land economy is necessary to provide a basis for the formulation and 
implementation of new policies, practices and laws that are necessary to streamline and 
improve the efficiency, operations, management administration and development of 
land in  Ghana.  
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The Land Economy and the LAP  

The overall development objective for the LAP is to reduce poverty and enhance 
economic and social growth by improving security of tenure, accelerating access by the 
populace to land and fostering efficient land management by the development of 
efficient system of land titling, registration and administration, based on clear, coherent 
and consistent policies and laws supported by appropriate institutional structures.  The 
five primary objectives of the LAP are to: 

• Develop a clear coherent and consistent set of land administration policies and 
laws; 

• Ensure formal recognition of the rights of all categories of land holders and 
facilitation of recording of these rights in an enhanced and decentralized land 
administration system; 

• Establish an efficient decentralized land administration system operating 
throughout Ghana in accordance with Government policy and compatible with 
cultural usage and responsive to the needs of the people, within a self sustaining 
financing mechanism; 

• Establish an up to date efficient land information system that supports good 
land records management and transparent transactions in land; and 

• Develop a well functioning land market operating in both urban and rural areas. 

This paper is extensively concerned with addressing the objective of well functioning 
land markets in both urban and rural areas.  However, many elements of the discussion 
in the working paper support the other four objectives of the LAP.  The first phase of 
the LAP is expected to begin in 2003 and run for five years.  Phase 1 will review and 
develop a regulatory framework for sustainable land administration, and design 
programs aimed at improving security of land tenure, facilitating access to land, 
improving land records management, eliminating conflicting titles and formalizing the 
institutional arrangements needed to support the development of a long term program. 

A key performance indicator expected from the land economy and development 
investigations is a streamlined land planning and development system.  A second 
performance indicator is a well-developed and efficient land market. Another key 
performance indicator will be an increase in the productivity of rural land under 
customary land management.  Benchmarking these and other improvements to the land 
economy will be an important monitoring and evaluation exercise to evaluate the 
overall performance of the LAP.  Benchmarking will also help in shaping decisions 
about policy change and strategic directions for future phases of the LAP. 
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Scope and Content of the Working Paper 

The strategic intent of the paper is to identify issues and other matters that will need to 
be investigated in detail by a policy study on the Land Economy and Economic 
Development.  Specific issues and matters discussed in the paper are land tenure 
systems, land markets, mechanisms for improving rights to land, how to encourage 
capital investment in infrastructure and economic development projects, the 
development of human capital to service the land economy, and improvements to the 
delivery and development of land held by customary landholders, the private sector and 
public agencies. The paper is presented in five parts and covers: 

• A contextual background to the paper and its relationship to the LAP 

• Current situation on the land economy, planning and development practices  

• Issues affecting land markets and land development in rural and urban areas 

• Strategy options for land development and management 

• Recommended actions to be incorporated into the LAP 

There are several limitations to this working paper.  The paucity or lack of quantitative 
and statistical data on the land economy in Ghana prohibits any in-depth economic or 
statistical analysis of land use, land tenure and land markets.  Various policy study 
investigations will be conducted to address many of the issues raised in the paper and 
to provide a basis for benchmarking the performance of land markets, land use and 
development in the future.  The 2000 census data was not available at the time of 
preparation and, therefore, projections made have had to rely on 1984 census or data 
collected from secondary sources.  Some estimates have relied on data from the Ghana 
Standard of Living Survey (GSLS), which is known to have high standard errors and a 
low sample framework.  In the absence of more reliable data the GSLS and other 
research publications noted in the text have been used to derive estimates presented in 
the paper. Estimates given in the paper should be considered conservative and revised 
following the release of 2000 census data.  

This working paper should be read in association with other working papers included 
as annexes in the project design document for the LAP.  References are made 
throughout the text to other working papers. 

C. THE CURRENT SITUATION 

The productivity and investment in the rural land and most other sectors of the 
economy continues to decline.  Perversely the situation has arisen of rapidly rising land 
prices, especially in Accra, which is having an inflationary impact on land markets, 
compounding existing social and environmental problems and reducing access to land 
to only wealthy resident and expatriate Ghanaians.  The land economy of Ghana has 
many paradoxes, not the least of which is the duality that exist between the customary 
system of land tenure and administration and a state system which is seeking to develop 
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a more internationally market-orientated economy for the country.  There is also a 
dualism that exists between customary and state law, as well as the informal and formal 
land economies. The tension between the two systems is prevalent in many aspects of 
land management and administration. This situation is compounded by the fact that the 
systems have many commonalities.  The difficulties in trying to improve the land 
economy is whether the systems can continue to co-exist and operate exclusively, or 
should they be merged or a unique new hybrid model developed for Ghana. These are 
significant challenges for the LAP to address.  The following section of the paper 
describes elements of the dual land economy and management systems operating in 
Ghana.  

The Land Economy in Ghana 

Land is a resource used by all nations to provide and/or produce the basic necessities of 
life, and as a principal means of generating wealth.  Without land, the prospects of 
development are very limited (Dowall 1991).  The ease with which individuals, 
governments and businesses can convert and/or capitalise upon land and property to 
raise capital to increase production, wealth and investment is one of the fundamental 
differences that separate developed from lesser-developed countries.  The ability to 
trade land and property freely, convert and develop land to a higher or better use within 
a system that is transparent and well managed is essential to provide stability and 
maintain confidence in the land economy.  Developing the land economy is one of the 
greatest challenges facing Ghana.  To meet this challenge will require the development 
of a system for land management and administration that will enable the customary 
owners, the private sector, government and individuals to maximise the use of land for 
development within the constraints of sustainability. 

The importance of land to the Ghana economy can be seen in the breakdown of the 
country’s GDP shown in table 8.1.  Agriculture contributes to 36 percent of Gross 
Domestic Product.  If the mining, construction and real estate sectors, which involve 
the use or development of land are added, then more than 50 percent of GDP is related 
to the land economy.  More than 73 percent of Ghana’s exports come from land, mainly 
from the agricultural and mining sectors (ISSER 2001)).  For the foreseeable future, 
Ghana will continue to be an agriculture economy.   Manufacturing and services have 
remained unchanged for almost a decade. The prospects for development of these 
sectors are limited given current levels of indebtedness.  The government’s long-term 
development strategy is to boost the development of the rural sector.  For this goal to 
be achieved, improvements to land tenure, regional infrastructure, literacy, farming 
practices, access to credit and markets is essential. 

The difference between the urban and rural economy in Ghana is widening.  About 63 
percent of the population of Ghana lives in rural areas (Preliminary 2000 census).  The 
urban sector contains 37 percent of the population and is estimated to produce about 56 
percent of GDP.  Accra with 10 percent of the population was estimated in 1990 to  
have produced about 17 percent of GDP (unpublished research Accra Planning and 
Development Program 1992), a figure that has increased in the past ten years.   Rural 
incomes are half urban incomes.  Taxes from the rural/agriculture sector in 2000 
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contributed to less than 6.9 percent of total government revenue, down from 12.2 
percent in 1996 (World Bank 1999; ISSER 2001). These figures point to declining 
productivity of the rural sector, falling real incomes and savings, under capitalisation of 
rural assets and rising levels of rural urban and inter regional migration.  Many younger 
Ghanaians are moving to the cities in search of employment and a better quality of life. 
These problems are extensively documented in the national poverty reduction strategy 
(National Poverty Alleviation Strategy 2000). The challenge for the rural economy is 
how to build the capacity to encourage investment and improve productivity, and the 
importance of improved land tenure to support this. 

Table 8.1 GDP by sector at constant 1993 prices 

Item 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000
Agriculture 36.3 36.5 36.6 36.7 36.5 36.0
Agriculture and Livestock 25.0 25.3 25.0 24.9 24.9 24.4
Cocoa Production 3.2 3.2 3.3 3.6 3.4 3.5
Forestry 2.7 2.6 3.1 3.2 3.3 3.5
Fishing 5.4 5.4 5.2 5.0 4.9 4.6
Industry 24.9 24.9 25.4 25.1 25.2 25.2
Mining and Quarrying 5.6 5.6 5.7 5.8 5.7 5.6
Manufacturing 9.0 8.9 9.1 9.1 9.1 9.1
Utilities 2.7 2.7 2.9 2.5 2.6 2.6
Construction 7.6 7.7 7.7 7.7 7.8 7.9
Services 28.2 28.1 28.7 29.0 29.1 29.6
Transport, Communications 4.4 4.4 4.5 4.6 4.7 4.8
Wholesale and Retail, Restaurants 6.1 6.3 6.6 6.7 6.8 6.8
Finance, Insurance, Real estate, Business 4.1 4.1 4.2 4.2 4.2 4.3
Government Services 10.9 10.6 10.7 10.8 10.7 10.9
Community & social services 1.8 1.8 1.8 1.8 1.8 1.9
Private non-profit services 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9
Subtotal 89.4 89.5 90.7 90.8 90.8 90.8
Indirect Taxes 10.6 10.5 9.3 9.2 9.2 9.2
Total (percent) 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
Source: ISSER 2001 

The situation in the urban sector is slightly better. Although services and manufacturing 
(which are predominantly urban) as a percentage of GDP has remained almost 
unchanged since 1990, growth in these sectors has been substantially higher than the 
agriculture sector.  The construction sector has grown significantly since 1992, driven 
by a demand for housing and investment in major road construction projects funded by 
the World Bank and other international development agencies. Rapid urbanisation and 
high levels of domestic consumption have fuelled the development of Ghanaian cities.  
By 2010 half the population of Ghana is expected to live in urban centres.   There has 
been a boom in housing in the Accra and Kumasi, and to a lesser extent the larger 
secondary cities of Sekondi-Takoradi and Tamale.  The demand for land in Accra is 
high for reasons that will be explained later.  However, there are significant 
inefficiencies in the urban land economy created by tenure, land management and 
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supply side economic problems (Centre for Democracy and Development in Ghana 
1999).  A significant problem is inability to capitalise on land and property to support 
other forms of investment. 

The Importance of Land and Property in the Development of Capital  

For many developing countries, the insecurity and inability to capitalise upon land and 
property, severely constraints economic and social development at all levels of society.  
De Soto (1999) estimated in the Philippines that there was in excess of $133 billion 
dollars of so-called dead capital tied up and not capable of being used to enhance the 
economic development of the country.  These assets comprise mainly houses and 
commercial enterprises on built on land which security of title or occupancy is not 
secure.  In Ghana, there may be as much as $8-10 billion of dead capital, in the form of 
housing and other fixed assets, which cannot be used as collateral because of insecure 
tenure and the lack of micro credit to fund land and property development or to provide 
working capital for productive investments. The insecurity of tenure and the inability to 
use land and property as collateral is significantly undermining the economic 
development potential, investment and wealth creation capacity of the nation.   

Security of tenure to land and property and efficient land markets are fundamental to 
the expansion of the capital base needed to support the long-term economic 
development of and nation.  In developed countries like Australia, more than 60 
percent of homes are mortgaged or used as collateral for other investment loans (Yates 
1994).  The ability to use land and property as collateral to raise capital therefore has a 
significant influence on the productivity and performance of investments and the 
generation of personal and national wealth.  Stable land markets, property finance, 
regulated and well managed land use and land conversion processes are essential to 
supporting investment and the accumulation of wealth.  Most land markets in 
developed economies are guided by rules and regulations backed by statutes which 
ensure that transactions related to land are transparent and market values used for the 
purposes of land taxes and other charges are based on an agreed or fair assessment of 
the value of assets.  The move by governments in many countries to adopt accrual 
accounting has necessitated the valuation of all public land and property assets, at 
market value.   

In Ghana, few of these conditions exist.  Land markets are not transparent, the value of 
property and land is indeterminate, regulations related to land use are weak and not 
enforced and corruption is endemic (Centre for Democracy and Development in Ghana 
1999). Property finance markets are weak.  (A search of the titles register indicated less 
about 8 percent of land registered for title in Accra since 1988 had mortgages registered 
against the title.  In rural areas it is less than 1 percent.)  Urban property markets are 
severely distorted and land development is conducted in a haphazardous way. The 
reasons for this are discussed in more detail in the Planning and Development Working 
Paper No 14.  Government has no record of the value or net worth of land and property 
assets over which they have control.  A register of all state land was commenced in 
1997 but has still not been completed.  As a result many public assets, especially land, 
are grossly under-utilised and undercapitalised. Capitalisation and disposal of surplus 
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and non-performing State land and property assets could raise substantial capital to 
support the development of land and housing in Ghana. 

In the rural sector, the fragmentation of land use, perceived insecurity of tenure, land 
degradation, lack of capital are factors compounding the problem of rural poverty.  
Many of these issues relating to poverty and land have been extensively documented in 
a wide range of studies and reports (National Poverty Alleviation Strategy Draft 2000; 
Ghana Statistical Service 2000b; Ghana Statistical Service 2000a).  The rural land 
sector is grossly undercapitalised, and usufruct and sharecrop farming practices are not 
conducive to the encouragement of long-term capital investment in land (Antwi 1996). 
Often security of tenure to land under these forms of tenure are weak, leaving many 
farmers little choice but to adopt unsustainable farming practices.  Subsequently, forced 
migration, landlessness and rural poverty continues to grow (Ghana Statistical Service 
2000b). 

In advanced market economies, land is valued differently to customary societies.  Land 
is foremost an economic resource, but it does have many other recognised values. Land 
and built assets that can be traded freely, without encumbrance, at the highest value 
according to planning use rights and controls.  Individuals, governments and business 
use land as a means of generating wealth and as a protection against inflation or 
consumer prices rises. It can be repossessed in the case of mortgage foreclosure.   

In Ghana, there are two value systems operating, one based on land as a tradeable asset, 
the other that is based on customary values and a spiritual affinity attached to land 
(Otumfuo Osei Tutu II 2001).  Land and property can be inherited and transferred, but 
this practice is less common to strangers “non-subjects”. Land is an economic and 
productive asset, which can be realised by leasing and sub-leasing. However, seldom is 
land leased at it true economic or productive value.  The inability to trade or borrow 
against customary land tenure because of insecurity does significantly undermine its 
economic and market value. This is can be seen very clearly in the market price paid 
for land in Accra, where customary land prices are significantly below state land prices. 
It is the tradability of land that affects the dynamics of land markets.   The constraints  
on the tradability of land significantly affects the formal and informal land economies 
in Ghana.  The tenure systems associated with the two land economies are addressed 
next in the discussion on tenure systems.   

The customary system in Ghana is very strong, and to trade land outside the family or 
the customary group is viewed by many as a sale of birthright or inheritance. This 
belief is not universally upheld amongst all customary groups in Ghana (Kassanga, et 
al. 1996).  Land is an asset that also provides a sense of belonging to a place and for 
many it is the only means of making a living.   Land is therefore not a freely tradable 
commodity, but viewed more basically as a life-giving asset. Customary rights and 
practices therefore dictate very strongly the use and value of land.  An owner or 
occupier of land is not free to seek the highest and best use of land, and hence its 
economic value or potential can seldom be realised. This situation is similar in many 
other counties in Africa (Migot-Adholla, et al. 1994; Place, Roth & Hazell 1994).  
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This above situation is true for most rural areas of Ghana, but a paradoxical situation 
exists in urban centres where land has become more of a tradable asset. However, 
customary practices of land holding still prevail with urban land and property.  The 
Urban land offers the opportunity for capital accumulation; however, capital gains are 
seldom realised because of the cultural tradition of holding and bequeathing rather than 
selling it.  The situation arises where many urban land and house owners are asset rich 
and cash poor.  Many homeowners live in poverty in central Accra and Kumasi, but are 
unwilling or unable to realise the value of their home or use it to improve their personal 
well-being.  Very few owners ever capitalise upon the value of land and property 
assets, hence the situation exists in Ghana of the very large asset of dead capital that De 
Soto and others talk which is not being capitalised. Until cultural traditions and values 
change, so that ownership and trading of land and property in Ghana for capital and 
economic gain becomes more wide spread, the potential to use more effectively the 
vast natural and built asset of the country will go unrealised.  

There are good reasons Ghanaians will not capitalise upon the value of land they own, 
and these will be discussed later in the section on land and property markets.  The 
challenge in developing rural and urban land markets, as part of the LAP, is to create a 
climate of certainty and means to capitalise upon the value of land and property.  This 
will involve bringing greater surety and transparency to land and property finance 
markets and greater security for all types of land tenure operating in the Ghana. The 
land tenure systems that operate in Ghana are discussed next.  

Existing Arrangements for Land Tenure in Ghana 

There are two fundamentally different land tenure systems operating in Ghana. One is 
based on traditional laws and customs, the other on statutory law.  An estimated 80 
percent of land dealings in Ghana, involve customary land based on Lands Commission 
data. The basic differences in the two systems are described below, and have been 
extensively documented (Kasanga & Kotey 2001; Kassanga, et al. 1996; Acquaye & 
Asiama 1989; Asante 1965). (Also see description on customary land tenure rights and 
arrangements in Working Paper 8, Social Analysis and Working Paper 2, Policy and 
Legal). 

Customary Land 

Customary land tenure does not lend itself easily to a definition that is precise. Neither 
does it have universal application because it varies between communities.  It is 
complicated further by the fact that customary land tenure is constantly revolving and 
changing by the granting of title under statutory law.  Customary land areas in Ghana 
and other parts of Africa have been evolving towards individualized ownership (Bruce 
& Migot-Adholla 1993; Otsuka, et al. 1999), however, the manner by which 
individualization has taken place and its effects on investment and productivity is not 
well understood. 

The customary land tenure system conveys upon land holders/occupiers certain rights. 
These rights have economic value but carry with them social responsibilities on the use 
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of land.  These rights and responsibilities vary significantly between the tribal groups 
of Ghana and adjacent countries (Toulmithen & Longbottom 2001). 

While there are many differences between customary land tenure systems in Ghana, it 
is possible to identify certain features which can be considered as fairly common 
attributes of customary tenure.  The first of these is that  

“the rights under customary tenure rest neither on the exercise of brute force, nor on 
evidence of rights guaranteed by government status, but on the fact that they are 
recognised as legitimate by the community.  “The rules governing the acquisition and 
transmission of these rights are usually explicit and generally known though (in the 
past) not normally recorded in writing” (United Nations 1966:165). 

Secondly, under customary tenure there are often social, mystic and religious attributes 
attached to land.  There is a social responsibility of custodians and tenants to care for 
the spiritual values of land, and not to use it in a way that will contravene or offend 
convention and/or customary practice.  Under customary tenure, a social group usually 
holds the ultimate or allodial rights to land corporately.  Allodial rights are the highest 
interests that can be held in land.  They are similar to the ultimate ownership or land by 
the state or crown in other countries of the developed world.  In Ghana, a group formed 
on the basis of either kinship, local, generally holds “allodial rights” to land or tribal 
connection - the group may be a tribe, village, clan, lineage or family. This attribute of 
corporate tenure stems naturally from the origins of these rights.  

The genesis of allodial rights in land can be traced to either  

(a) Occupation of land since 'time immemorial';  

(b) Long uninterrupted occupation, or  

(c) Conquest - all these can only be achieved through group/communal action and 
effort - hence the rights vest in the group.  

This concept of traditional group ownership is eloquently expressed in the much-quoted 
saying  by (Ollenu 1962:4) that:  

"Land belongs to a vast family of which many are dead, few are living and 
countless hosts are still unborn”.  

Group owned land is usually held in a fiduciary or custodian capacity by a head or 
chief on behalf of the whole group. In the actual management and exercise of his 
functions in respect of the land, however, the head is to articulate the consensus of the 
whole group - in practical terms, this means that he has to act on the advice and with 
the concurrence of a 'management committee' normally consisting of elders of the 
group selected by some laid down criteria.  

The right to use land held under customary tenure involves a distinctive concept in 
customary land law. Although the terms 'communal' and 'corporate' are frequently used, 
rights under customary tenure are hardly exercised (and the land is hardly used) under 
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communal basis by the group as a whole -except in the case of purely common rights 
such as rights to waters, fishing rights, hunting rights, rights of way, rights of grazing 
etc.  

There are distinct rights of the individual members of the group such as the right to 
build a house or grow crops on the land and the right to exclude others from the land. A 
distinction should be drawn, therefore, between communal rights and individual rights 
to use land although these rights may be overlapping, interlinked and often co-exist. 
Reads of groups may also have personal rights which derive from the fact that they are 
heads. All these arrangements account for the precept of customary law of the 
concurrent rights of groups of various span, of heads of groups, and of individual 
members of the group. (Acquaye, 1984:18) 

Finally, the assertion that absolute rights in land held under customary law cannot be 
transferred needs some clarification as it does not appear to be fully supported by 
historical evidence or by case or codified law.  It would be more appropriate to suggest 
that the strict and orthodox custom has not been completely reversed. The position 
would appear to be that custom still certainly frowns upon the sale of customary land, 
and looks upon such acts as irresponsible and reckless and will act to prevent it 
whenever possible (Acquaye & Asiama 1989).  

The situation has undergone considerable evolution and relaxation in the face of the 
realities of economic and social change and, also importantly, by the covert support and 
connivance of judiciaries and opportunists governments (both colonial and indigenous) 
who have little sympathy for and certainly no patience for customary practices because 
of a conviction that they are primitive and necessarily militate against modernisation 
and development (Acquaye & Asiama 1989). 

Paramount Stool/Skin Lands 

The highest from of allodial rights or root title rest with the paramount stool. In the 
north they are called skins. A paramount stool/skin will be made up on many clans, 
lineages and families who owe allegiances to the paramountcy. In Ashanti, the structure 
is different where theoretically all Ashanti paramount chiefs owe alliances to the 
Asantahene.  Paramount chiefs are responsible for the allocation of land and rights to 
land. The allocation may take the form of a grant, gift or lease of land to a subject, 
albeit a clan, family or an individual. All allocations, except where freehold has been 
granted in the past, will carry a set of rights related to the use of the land.  In the past 
many of these allocations were not documented of mapped.  All land allocations  are 
made in the presence of witnesses, usually traditional area council chiefs. 

Most all allocations carry some form of rights.  Two basic types of rights are prevalent 
in customary title. The right of use and the right of transfer land.  The latte is more 
significant as it give a greater sense of security to land. Migot-Adholla, Benneh, et al 
(1994), have investigated the incident of rights in three area of Ghana.  Tenure rights in 
other areas of Ghana have been investigated by Hill (1963) and (Kassanga, et al. 1996).  
As can be seen from the table, certain rights do carry much higher value and have a 
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significant impact on the extent to which improvements are made to land in rural areas. 
Transfer rights to give and bequeath are important to security, as are rights to plant 
commercial trees (Otsuka, et al. 1999; Migot-Adholla, et al. 1994).  

Table 8.3 Incidents of land rights in Ghana (in percentage of parcels for 
which the rights exist) 

Land rights Anloga Wassa Ejura 
Use rights    

Growth annual crops for more than 
one season 

93.6 100.0 100.0 

Growth of annual crops one season 100.00 99.5 99.3 
Grow perennial crops  98.4 80.9 
To be buried 1.0 0.7  
Collect wild fruit 0.2 98.8 99.6 
Collect firewood  98.3 98.5 
Plant commercial trees  6.0 98.2  
Make permanent improvements 79.6 99.2 79.4 

    
Transfer rights    

Register 59.0 92.1 79.4 
Rent 56.7 85.6 77.2 
Mortgage 47.7 92.9 73.2 
Pledge 72.7 85.9 75.0 
Bequeath 45.6 92.0 75.4 
Give 43.8 85.3 69.9 
Sell 45.4 64.9 72.4 

Source: (Migot-Adholla, et al. 1994) 

Allocation Stool/Family Lands 

Throughout Ghana are a number of customary groups, which do not recognise stools as 
the communal land ownership.  In these areas the traditional arrangement is normally 
that of vesting land ownership in the clan, family or individual.  This practice is 
prevalent in the Volta Region and in some traditional areas in the Central, Eastern, 
Greater Accra, Northern, Upper East and Upper West regions of Ghana (NLP 1999).  
In Accra, primarily, the stool heads or chiefs hold land in trust for their communities 
and any member of the stool has a right to the use of the land. Land holding was thus 
governed by the fundamental principles of group (or community) land ownership 
prevailing in other parts of Ghana.  However, with time, there has been a very 
significant corrosion of paramount allodial title normally associated with customary 
ownership of land. 

Under stool/family land customs, chiefs gave individual members of stools who 
distinguished themselves large tracts of land and this has led to the evolution of a 
'family land' system and individualisation of land rights. Over the years, more and more 
such families owned land from their various Stools and an extensive trend of family 
landownership has merged with the stools consequently losing control of large areas of 
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their lands. In may cases in the past families have allocated land without reference to or 
the concurrence of the family Stool. This has given rise to disputes between families 
and paramount custodians. Compared to some other parts of Ghana (especially 
Ashanti) paramount stools in Accra have very little control over customary land.  Only 
about 11 percent of land in Metropolitan of Accra is Stool land.  An estimated 67 
percent of land in Accra is family land (Acquaye & Asiama 1989).  

Private Lands  

This category of land evolved when Stool or Family heads gave freeholds to 
individuals. These freeholders have, in turn, over the years, sold portions of their lands 
or created lesser interests in the lands. For example, some of the valuable lands in the 
CBD in Accra were given absolutely to institutions such as the Basel Mission. 
However, the evolution of private absolute rights in land has not been too prevalent and 
private lands constitute a relatively small proportion of the land in Accra. Under the 
1969 Constitutions all non-Ghanaian private land reverted to 50-year leasehold title, 
however, there are still a number of titles that have still not been converted. 

Usufruct rights 

Usufruct Rights is a system of tenure offered to stool/family subjects and migrant 
farmers.  Usufruct rights primarily relate to land use rights, and usually do not allow 
the transfer of rights.  A usufruct right will specify types of agricultural activities and 
other uses, such as a hut or house, that can be erected on land. Usufruct rights apply 
almost exclusively to rural land, although many peri-urban areas have this form of 
tenure.  Usufruct rights can be multi-layered.  For example, usufruct rights may be 
given to use the land for cropping, while another person might enjoy the rights to the 
take fruit from commercial trees or to win construction materials from the same land.  
The lack of clarity of usufruct rights given rise to significant disputes, especially the 
duration of the rights and the extent to which they allow permanent occupation of land.  
Because most usufruct rights are not the documented, tenant farmers are reluctant to 
fellow land in fear that it will be allocated or occupied by someone else.  The lack of 
clarity and usufruct right conditions is a significant impediment to making 
improvements and other investments in land to improve agricultural productivity. 

Share crop farming 

A common form of farming practices throughout Ghana is sharecropping.  Under this 
form of tenure, peasant farmers are allocated land under an arrangement that the farmer 
pay the landholder a proportion (usually one third) of the returns from the crop 
produced on the land.  Sharecropping is more prevalent in the southern parts of Ghana. 
Very few sharecropping arrangements are documented and there is minimal security of 
tenure by peasant farmers to continually crop or fellow land.  Subsequently, there is a 
tendency for sharecropping farmers to overexploit land and to do little to improve soil 
fertility or make other improvements to land.  Many sharecropping farmers have 
migrated from other parts of Ghana and surrounding country's because their traditional 
lands have been exhausted by over cropping or there is no further stool/skin land 
available to allocate to subjects.  There is reluctance by stool/family heads/chiefs to 
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offer more secure tenure to sharecropping peasant farmers, which makes this form of 
tenure very insecure. Many of the farming practices of sharecropping are not 
sustainable.   

Government Land  

More than 20 percent of Land in Ghana is Government land.  Government lands are 
held and managed by the Lands Commission. The current enabling law (Lands 
commission Decree 1972 [NRCD.241) reinforces the previous laws which conferred on 
the Commission "the power to hold and manage to the exclusion of any other person or 
authority land or minerals vested in the NRC by any other law or vested in the 
Commission by any law or acquired by the Government. There are two types of 
Government land.  

State Land 

The State Lands Act, 1962 (Act 125) empowers the Government to declare, "that any 
land can be acquired in the public interest” and …. "without any further assurance … 
vest in the President on behalf of the Republic."  Such land becomes Government land. 
About 2 percent of land in Ghana is State Land, with the largest holdings in Greater 
Accra Region. The State Land Act 1962 (Amendment) Decree 1968 (NLCD 234) goes 
even further and makes such a declaration also applicable to lands subject to the 
Administration of Lands Act, 1962.  

Large areas of land in Accra were acquired in the 1960s under the State Lands Act 
1962 (Act 125) and earlier legislations such as The Public Lands Ordinance and the 
Housing Schemes (Acquisition of Lands) Ordinance.  Large proportions of these were 
not initially earmarked for specific purposes and were mainly acquired for the general 
administrative functions of Government.  They were used as and when needed for any 
purpose of the administration. After independence, with the rapid growth of Accra, the 
Government realised that this aspect of colonial land holding policy was neither 
realistic nor feasible and re-zoned many of these areas for residential development, had 
layouts prepared, and allocated them to individuals and organisations on long leases for 
development. 

The largest acquisitions of state land were in the Accra Metropolitan region. It was 
estimated that 14,763 hectares or 67% of the total land area in Accra in 1989 was 'State 
land' (Acquaye and Asiama 1989).  Many of these were large parcels covering 
hundreds of acres.  For example, the present Airport Residential Area in Accra was 
acquired for a 'Hausa Reserve' (African Settlement), and East Cantonments for the 
'Aerodrome Extension'.  There are many other area of state land acquired for housing, 
government business, commercial military, education and agricultures purposes 
throughout the country.  The full inventory and area of public lands is unknown. 

Vested Land 

The Administration of Lands Act, 1962 (Act 123) provides that "where it appears to the 
President that it is in the public interest so to do, he may, by executive instrument, 
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declare any stool land to be vested in him in trust..." This power has been retained (and 
extended in some cases) in all subsequent relevant legislation. 'Vested Lands' refers to 
land vested in the State in trust for the original landowners. A large proportion of this 
was group-owned land now vested in the State by legislation - principally the 
Administration of Lands Act 1962 (Act 123).  

These legislative powers have been exercised extensively to put the administration of 
large areas of land under the control of Government. Government executes deeds, 
receives moneys accruing as a result of any deed executed, can authorise the 
occupation and use of the land, and Government concurrence to any transaction is 
required to validate the transaction - all in its capacity as trustee. The exercise of these 
powers can therefore have considerable influence on the land delivery system. 

So far as the Accra Metropolitan Area is concerned the most far reaching exercise of 
this power was by an Executive Instrument. The Accra/Tema City Stool Lands 
(vesting) Order, (EI.108) of lst September, 1984 (made under the Administration of 
Lands Act) vested "all those Stool Lands situate within the area of authority of the 
Accra-Tema city Council "vested in the President in trust." Government, however, 
never exercised its power under this Executive Instrument and the Chiefs have up till 
now continued to make dispositions and other dealings in the land.   

Procedures for the Registration of Land  

The procedures for registering land and title varies depending if the land is state or 
customary land. The procedure becomes much more complex if land is vested, 
stool/family land, or private land. Land can be registered under two systems, Deeds 
registration and titles registration under the Land Titling Act (1986). For discussion on 
the difference refer to Working Paper on laws and Regulations.  The procedure for 
registering land for government and customary lands vary and are described briefly 
below.  

State and Vested Land  

The Lands Commission makes Grants of state and vested land.  In theory, the process 
should be relatively simple and fast (Adlington, Clarke & Shepard 1998).  In practice it 
is not. Plots for allocation are identified from detailed layout plans prepared by the 
Town and Country Planning Department.  Allocations are supposed to be made on a 
'first come first serve' basis but the Lands Commission has instituted certain other 
requirements. The Commission is required to establish that the applicant is bona fide 
and does not own more than one plot of public land for residential purposes in the same 
city or town (PNDCL 42 Sec.45).  The applicant is required to provide evidence to the 
Executive Secretary of the Lands Commission of his financial capability to satisfy the 
covenants of a lease and to spend a stated minimum amount on a building (residential, 
commercial or industrial) and be able to start and complete the development within 
specified periods (usually 12 months and 36 months respectively). In reality, these 
checks are seldom carried out thoroughly, wavers are given, and many applicants fail to 
commence work or finish construction of a building within the prescribed time.  There 
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are many residential buildings in Accra that have remained uncompleted for more than 
20 years. 

To gain an allocation for a plot, an applicant completes a Form 5, together with two 
passport-sized photographs. The above described procedures and checks are then 
conducted.  If an allocation of a plot is made by the Executive Secretary, it has to be 
approved by the Lands Commission with notice given to the Minister for Lands and 
Mineral Resources under Section 36(11) Law 42. However, the Minister has power to 
disallow any allocation made by the Commission.  If the allocation is approved an 
allocation letter is issued to the grantee who is then requested to pay a development 
charge. After payment of the development charge, an Offer Letter stating the terms 
upon which the plot is offered is issued.  If the grantee accepts the offer, he is granted 
right of entry to commence development.  Thereafter, a lease agreement is prepared 
which, after execution by the grantee, which is then forwarded for execution by the 
Chairman of the Lands Commission. The whole application and granting of a lease 
procedure should be capable of being executed in 4 – 6 months.  The reality is that 
allocations it usually takes between two and three years.  

Customary Lands  

Grants by stools, families or private individuals undergo more rigorous examination 
due to the problems of ownership and definition of land boundaries.  The procedures 
vary depending if the land is stool, family or private land.   When the beneficiary 
receives an allocation note from a paramount/stool/family head, he submits this and 
other documentation (with site plan from the planning authority) to the Lands 
Commission, which assesses the accuracy of the site plan and checks whether the 
particular site is affected by any court judgements.  

After processing, the legal department of the Commission determines whether the grant 
requires the consent and/or concurrences of the Chairman of The Lands Commission.  
The application is then checked to see whether the site is government land or stool, 
family or private land which has already been granted and for which the Commission 
has already given an earlier concurrence. After checking the application goes to the 
Land Valuation Board Office to ascertain whether the land is affected by any other 
grant for the land has been given to another person.  The application then passes to the 
Regional Lands Officer for assessment and determination as to whether 
consent/concurrence is required, and whether it should be granted. After the document 
has been categorised, (ie stool/skin, family, private grant, it goes back to the Land 
Valuation Board Office for plotting and assessment, and payment of stamp duty. 

Where an application relates to stool/family land, a file is opened and the document 
goes through a similar process to that described above. However, this takes much 
longer because of the very large number of disputes that have occurred between 
families and stool.  It is often very difficult to determine who is the rightful owner of 
land, where there is not documentation and boundary features have been removed. 
When it gets to the Regional Lands Officer, he checks whether the rent quoted is 
commensurate with rents for the area and the site plan is then referred to the Town and 
Country Planning Department of the Ministry or a District Assembly to ascertain 
whether the said plan conforms to the approved layout and the user zoning.  From the 
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Town and Country Planning Department of the Ministry or District Assembly, the 
Inspector of Lands is requested to inspect the site to check that the local conforms to 
what is on the plan.  The difficulties created by both the Town Planning Department of 
the Ministry and District Assemblies having power to approve layouts greatly 
complicates the process, such that the Land Commission in the application approval 
process often overlooks planning conformity. (See section for discussion on this issue)   
The document is then submitted to the Legal Department for preparation of the 
concurrence certificate.  Once concurrence has been issued, it follows the rest of the 
process resulting in the issue of a grant.     

Regional Patterns of Land Tenure in Ghana (Seth to write this section) 

There is no information available that will provide places for determining the pattern 
for the holding of land by tenureship. Table 8.1 shows the predominance of tenure by 
different groups for the regions of Ghana. 

 

Estimated of Number of Parcels of Land by Tenure in Ghana  

To following is an attempt to gain an estimate of the number of parcels of land in 
Ghana that have different title rights. The estimate has been prepared to gain an order 
of magnitude of the scope of resources that may be needed to improve the security of 
tenure to land under the LAP.  It is not possible to derive an accurate estimate of the 
total number of existing parcels of land held under different ownership and tenancy 
agreements in the country.  Many existing arrangements are not documented or 
registered.   In urban areas, most transactions now involve some form of documentation 
and could be measured.  However, in rural areas the number of allocations, grants  and 
tenancy agreements is unknown, and would be difficult to measure primarily because 
of poor documentation and record keeping by regional land commissions and 
customary owners.  In rural areas very little land is registered.   

To derive an assessment of the number of parcels of land owned, leased or tenanted in 
Ghana, it is assumed that all owners or long-term occupiers of parcels of land in urban 
areas upon which there is a dwelling or structure, a building under construction or a 
defined plot, will ultimately seek to have the land or property registered in future. The 
rationale for this is explained later in the section of the paper dealing with urban land 
markets.  The Ghana Standard of Living Survey (GSLS) provides estimates of the 
number of households that own a dwelling or land in urban areas.  In urban areas about 
25 percent of households are homeowners.  

In rural areas the average is over 60 percent, however this varies significantly between 
regions.  Using the GSLS, the number of rural households owning a house has been 
estimated on the basis of 50 percent for the Savannah, 70 percent for forestlands and 60 
percent for coastal regions.  The percentage of households owning land based on the 
GSLS estimates is added to this figure.   While few owners in rural areas likely to 
request title as many stool grants already consider their rights secure under customary 
agreements, most stool grantees and usufruct right tenants would desire better 
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documentation of their rights to the land upon which they have built a house.  The 
assumption here is that “owner occupiers” that have lived in continuous occupation of 
land upon which they have built a home have a right to enjoy the undisturbed use of 
that asset and to bequeath it if desired. This supports the principles of the Habitat 
Declaration (1996) that upholds the right of all people to have access and security of 
tenure to basic shelter.    

Table 8.1 shows the distribution of households by region in Ghana with an estimate of 
urban and rural households.  Estimates on urban households from the GSLS are 
available for Greater Accra and Kumasi.  Urban households for the other regions have 
been distributed on a regional household proportional basis.  Using this data estimates 
of the number of urban and rural parcels of land for which the desire of a more secure 
form of tenure, most likely a registered title in urban areas, are given in the table 8.2. 
There is estimated at 2.8 million parcels of land for housing and other related uses for 
which a more secure for of tenure would be desired in future.  To this must be added a 
further 750,000 parcels of land by 2015 to accommodate the growing population and 
the effects of urbanisation.  Of this figure over 300,000 are likely to be requests for title 
registration or some other security of tenure in urban areas. 

Table 8.1 Urban and Rural Households by Region 

Province Total Urban HH Rural HH

Western 420000 114000 306000 

Central 540000 146000 394000 

Greater Accra 730000 550000 180000 

Volta 380000 103000 277000 

Eastern 570000 155000 415000 

Ashanti 740000 230000 510000 

Brong Ahafo 450000 122000 328000 

Northern 200000 54000 146000 

Upper West 60000 16000 44000 

Upper East 150000 41000 109000 

Total 4240000 1531000 2709000 

Derived from the Ghana Standard of Living Survey 2000 

Estimate of Usufruct and Share Cropping Rights 

The amount of land that is titled or a deed has been issued in rural area is minuscule 
compared to the number of usufruct rights and share cropping agreements issued to 
tenant farmers. (See definitions of usufruct rights in Working Paper on laws and 
regulations).  It is not possible to determine accurately the number of usufruct rights 
and share cropping agreements in Ghana. The number changes constantly.  Usufruct 
rights and shareholding apply mostly to land in rural areas.  For usufruct land allocated 
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to housing in peri-urban areas, there is an almost implicit assumption a purchaser that 
the land can be registered for title.  In many cases it can’t. 

In Ghana, most fields used for agriculture by customary households, tenants or share 
farmers will have some form of usufruct or share cropping right.  As most usufruct 
rights or share cropping agreements are not documented, tenant farmers have a 
precarious position of tenure. Many tenant migrant farmers have become landless as 
owners take back land to reallocate it. As demand for land grows and land available for 
allocation to stool subject’s decreases, many tenant framers on peri-urban areas 
suddenly find themselves landless and homeless.  The total area or number of fields in 
production or followed in Ghana is unknown. These figures cannot be estimated 
accurately without extensive research.  Studies on the relationship of land rights and 
investment in trees and horticulture (Otsuka, et al. 1999; Besley 1995; Migot-Adholla, 
et al. 1994) show the number of fields farmed by rural households range from 5 to 8.  
Field sizes range from 0.2 to 1.5 hectares in the south over 5 hectares in the north.  
Little information is known on median field size.  Large areas of forestland are not used 
for intensive cultivation.   

Table 8.2  Estimated Land Allocations by Region for Ghana 

Province Urban 
Housing 

Plots 

Vacant 
Urban 
Plots 

Rural 
Housing 

Plots 

Rural 
Allocated 

Land 

Total land 
Allocation

s 

Usufruct 
Share 

Cropping 
Fields 

Western 39,000 12,500 185,000 46,000 282,500 1,680,000
Central 50,000 16,000 238,000 59,000 363,000 2,200,000
Greater 
Accra 135,000 59,000 110,000 27,000 331,000 990,000
Volta 35,000 11,000 205,000 41,500 292,500 1,530,000
Eastern 53,000 17,000 305,000 62,000 437,000 2,300,000
Ashanti 58,000 24,000 378,000 76,000 536,000 2,800,000
Brong 
Ahafo 42,000 13,000 241,000 49,000 345,000 1,850,000
Northern 18,000 6,000 77,000 22,000 123,000 800,000
Upper West 6,000 1,000 23,000 6,500 36,500 250,000
Upper East 14,000 5,500 58,000 16,000 93,500 600,000
Total 450,000 165,000 1,820,000 405,000 2,840,000 15,000,000

 

FAO and the Ministry of Agriculture suggest that 6.5 fields per household is a 
reasonable estimate of the usufruct rights applying to rural households.  However, if the 
home field, which normally includes a house, is considered to have title rights, then the 
number of fields per household is reduced to about 5.5.  In the absence of reliable 
survey information or research data a figure of 5.5 fields per household has been 
adopted as the basis for estimating usufruct rights and share cropping agreements. Total 
usufruct rights and share cropping agreements are estimated at 15 million.  This figure 
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is expected to rise significantly in future as the rural population grows and the 
fragmentation of stool land increases.   

The above estimates were derived to give an order of magnitude of land parcels in 
Ghana.  Caution should be taken in using these estimates.  The GSLS used to derive the 
estimate of parcels was a relatively small sample size and standard errors are in the 
order of 10 percent.  The 2000 census survey of housing was not available at the time 
this paper was prepared. The 2000 housing census date will provide a more definitive 
estimate of dwellings, occupancy and household size and enable a more reliable 
estimation to be made of land/property ownership in future.  The estimates in this paper 
should be revised once the census data is released. 

Land and Property Markets in Ghana   (Brian and Seth) 

There is a well established and thriving land market it Ghana, especially in urban areas.  
There is not a well-developed property market. The operations of the land and property 
markets are largely informal. That is, most transactions take place out side a formal 
registration process and the operations of the land and property markets are not 
regulated or transparent.  As a result there is considerable confusion and differences in 
transactions and the value and methods of payment used to buy and sell land and 
property.  Less than 10 percent of land allocations made by government and customary 
owners are registered.  In rural areas the number of registrations are minimal.  

Operations of the Land Market 

Very few investigations have been conducted into the operations of land markets in 
Ghana (Adlington, Clarke & Shepard 1998; Antwi 1996; Kassanga, et al. 1996). The 
operations of the land markets are very difficult to describe, as many of the transactions 
are clothed in secrecy. The study of land markets is therefore severely constrained by 
the lack of data on land values and transactions costs. One of the major obstacles to the 
orderly development and sound economic management and administration of land in 
Ghana is the seemly haphazardous way land markets operate.  This is due, in part, to 
the customary culture that pervades the operations of land markets and the deliberate 
measures taken to evade tax or collect revenue when land is brought into the formal 
land administration system. As noted in the Fees and Finance working papers there is 
massive loss of revenue from transactions and taxes on land. For land markets to 
operate efficiently, there must be a fully transparent and well-regulated system that 
deals with all matters related to land.  

Customary landowners extensively control the supply of land in Ghana. Government 
participation in the land market is minimal, compared to the position it played in the 
postcolonial period. The Tema Development Corporation and State Housing 
Corporation are only public sector agencies involved in the land Market. Other 
government agencies however own significant land assets, most of which are reserved 
for some future use.  In recent years, the Ghana Real Estate Developer Association 
(GREDA) and some private developers have played an active role in land development, 
mainly servicing the upper income and expatriate demand for land and housing. The 
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uncertainty that surrounds the use, development and title to land, with a reported 
26,000 legal case involving disputes on the title to land in Accra, there is great 
uncertainty in the urban land markets. Subsequently, there is a high risk factor being 
built into prices for land, with buyers prepared to pay a premium for land where 
security of tenure is likely not to be challenged.  

There is significant on-selling of land by families in Accra and where family land sales 
are very active.  Kassanga et al (1996:28) describes the process of land transactions for 
family land for Gbawe, 10 km west of Accra. The process here is orderly, but almost 
half the land claimed is disputed.  Often land will be sold to members of families who 
subdivided it and use the proceeds to build a house.  This is practice occurs mainly in 
rapidly growing peri-urban areas.  Many on sales are made to “strangers”, someone 
who is not a member of a stool or family.  For many it is the only way stool subjects 
can raise capital to build a house.  

The urban land market is the most active land market in Ghana.  Accra is the most 
active market, with an estimated 5,000 to 6,000 plots of land being subdivided annually 
(Accra Planning and Development Program 1991). Most development is taking place 
with little regard for the town planning system and plot layout plans. In many cases, 
land for community services, parks and service corridors are never provided. The 
consequences of this process have been long delays in the provision of infrastructure 
and community services.  The situation will become worse in future, as public agencies 
do not have the resources to provide these, and full cost recovery puts the cost of 
services beyond the capacity to pay for much of the population.   

Prices for residential land range widely, especially in Accra.  Land in East Legon north 
of the Airport and Tema Motorway ranges from $1500 - $3000 per ($16,000 to 
$32,000) per hectare.  However, recent enquiries for vacant government land under 
tender in Cantonments exceed $200,000 per acre.  Serviced land in Tema, 20 Km east 
of Accra is for sale at $4,000 per acre.  In peri-urban areas 30 km from central Accra, 
unserviced plots can be purchased for $200-300.  In Kumasi, urban land prices range 
for $1,000 to $1,500 for unserviced land close to major roads.   

There is however, no pattern to the land sales and no attempt to sector mange 
development in Kumasi or Accra.  Nor is the value of land discerned easily, because of 
the secret and sometimes off shore nature of transactions and the variability of 
commissions charged by agents.  There can be more than a 30 percent difference in the 
price paid for land of similar plot size in the same area or side-by-side    .  The unique 
location or site aspects of the land do not easily explain the price differences. In many 
cases buyers are unaware of land values.  This makes the valuation of land and property 
very difficult to determine.  In less developed peri-urban areas of Accra, there appears 
to be informed knowledge of land markets (Kassanga et al 1996:28).  However, the 
price paid by strangers will often differ to that paid by subjects of the stool.  

Demand for industrial and commercial office  land in Ghana is low.  Government owns 
large parcels of land in the major urban centres which are set aside for industrial and 
commercial use. Some large parcels of government commercial land have remained 
vacant for more than 30 years.  The demand for office commercial and industrial 
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development is very low, yet prices paid for serviced industrial land in the Spintex 
Road and South Industrial Area of Accra of $125,000 to 150,000 per acre have been 
reported in 2001. This is higher than the price for industrial land in many developed 
countries and substantially above that paid for land in some Asian countries which have 
large manufacturing industrial estates. The price for industrial and commercial land is 
being driven by the high price of residential land. The value appears to be determined 
by the potential to substitute industrial use by residential use.   Commercial land for 
clinics, service stations, mini stores and other high turnover business enterprises are 
sold at a premium price.  Additional drinks money is required for granting rights for 
commercial activities.  As will be discussed later, rights to higher levels of land use are 
often given by heads of families and stools in contravention of a planning scheme. 

The land market in rural areas is very active but operates differently to urban markets.  
In the past, stool/skin heads sold customary freehold land to subjects and to strangers.  
Now, with large areas of customary land allocated, stool heads are reluctant to grant 
customary freehold, and instead prefer to grant usufruct rights.  In most cases land with 
usufruct rights cannot be sold or transferred and must revert back to the stool after the 
right ceases or it is taken back.  With many customary grants and rights to land in rural 
areas not documented, ownership rights are often not clear.  Subsequently, there is 
significant risk in the trading of customary land.  Custom also frowns upon the outright 
sale of stool or granted land.  The exception to this is where land is sold and transferred 
within a family.  In this situation, there may not be a financial consideration attached to 
the transaction.   

There is a very active market in the trade of lease and sub lease rights on land that is 
surplus to need.  This often involves sharecropping arrangements.  Rural land markets 
transaction is almost entirely informal. Formal transaction involving registration of 
sales and leases are minimal, primarily because there are so few registered titles or 
leases in rural areas.  The major difficulties assessing the value of land transactions in 
rural areas are that they involve cash, barter and other arrangements. In the absence of 
sales, is therefore very difficult to assess the value of land from a rental or a productive 
basis.  This has particular implications in trying to set values on rural land for the 
purposes of taxation.  Subsequently, so few taxes are collected from land in urban 
areas.  

Land Supply 

Unlike other markets, land markets are not driven perfectly by competitive forces.  
Land is not homogeneous; each parcel is unique, having a particular set of location, 
physical and neighbourhood characteristics.  Actors in the land market are diverse and 
have diverse objectives, expectations and strategies (Dowell 1991).  Land is also a 
finite resource; hence the available supply of land and demand for land will have a very 
significant impact on the price or rent paid for it.  If there are impediments to the 
supply side of land markets, in situations where population and other needs are rising, 
the price of land will rise.  This becomes most apparent in cities that are growing 
rapidly like Accra. 
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The demand for land in Ghana is high, driven by high population grown and an 
inherent desire and a customary right in many areas for everyone to have access to a 
piece of land to grow food or build a home.  However, if not used wisely, the supply 
and fragmentation of land through successive subdivision, leads to increased 
competition for land and the forcing up of prices and rents. When supply is severely 
constrained, and pent up demand is very high, land prices become inflationary. This 
situation is compounded if there are exogenous factors acting in the market, such as the 
demand for land by expatriate Ghanaians who are prepared pay European and USA 
prices. (See discussion below on expatiate influence on the land market). In Ghana, the 
failure to supply sufficient land for to meed demand in Accra and Kumasi has lead to a 
hyper inflationary and speculative situation in these land markets.  The consequences 
of this are having severe social impacts on access to housing by lower income groups 
(Ghana Statistical Service 2000b; TD Consult 1999). 

There are several factors constraining the supply to land.  In rural markets, 
fragmentation of land, the reluctance to trade land for cultural reasons; the uncertainty 
of land rights, lack of access to capital; education about land markets and the 
difficulties in assembling rural land into larger and more commercial farming units is a 
major constraint to allowing markets to determined highest and best use of land.  
Western concepts of land markets making the most efficient use of land do not apply in 
rural Ghana.  This creates a formidable challenge to public policies that appear to place 
a strong emphasis on developing rural markets to develop larger scale commercial 
farming.  The reality is that any approach to the development of rural markets along 
more market economy lines will have to be selective and involve multi-sectoral 
programs of support and a concerned approach to community learning. This would 
need to be attempted on a micro-scale, and should be tested in a rural pilot project for 
the LAP.     

In urban property markets uncertainty over ownership, long delays in approvals and the 
issue of titles, unscrupulous land sales, lack of compliance with planning requirements, 
delayed provision of infrastructure and other services, ill-disciplined land agents and 
corruption in all aspects of the industry <<Kasanga - Not Found>> has lead to 
distortions and inefficiencies in urban land markets.  The implication of these factors is 
that the cost of land to individuals is much hight than it should be.  It also prevents 
many low-income groups from ever participating in the land market.  The Ghana 
Standard of Living Survey (Ghana Statistical Service 2000a) suggests than less than 25 
percent of urban households have the income to participate in the land and housing 
market and in Accra this could be a low as 12 percent (TD Consult 1999).  As 
migration to the capital increases in future the land supply situation here is expected to 
become even more acute, perhaps necessitating government intervention in the market 
here.  

Perhaps the most significant factor influencing land supply in Ghana is the poor 
understanding much of the population has about the operation of land and property 
markets.  Hyper Inflation has created a situation were prices seldom, if ever, come 
down regardless of supply.  Subsequently, when a situation arises that supply increases, 
such as the expatriate rental housing market, owners will hold property vacant for may 
years rather than rent at a lower prices in the belief that the rent or price received 
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previously is the true market price or rental stream value of the asset.  As land or 
property being sold or leased is often fully paid out, owners are prepared to sit and wait 
until the price rises.  The forfeited loss of revenue or profit is often not a consideration, 
as many land and property assets are not debt financed. Hence there is no urgency in 
needing to keep property rented or to sell to meet debt obligations.  The failure of land 
supply to meet demand means that ultimately land values rise, where upon the owners 
re-enter the market and in intervening time the value of the assets has risen 
significantly.   

The above situation has resulted in high under utilisation of land and property assets in 
the main urban centres of Ghana and fuelled land speculation. The failure of 
government to address this situation by intervening in property markets and release 
state land to dampen demand, is only adding to the distortion of the land and property 
markets in Ghana.  Greater state intervention in the land market is needed to address 
the relatively uncontrolled situation that exists in urban land markets at present.   

 

Property Markets in Ghana 

While land constitutes property, property is treated separately here, as the market for 
property is somewhat different to land.  Property is an asset, chattel or fixture on land 
that adds to its value or revenue generating capacity.  In most cases this is a house, 
factory or a commercial or some other type of facility.  The two property markets 
operating in Ghana are real estate and the rental property. 

Real Estate Market  

Most Ghanaians buy land for the purpose of building a house or developing a farm or 
some other enterprise.  However, cultural tradition tends to look down upon the selling 
of property.  The selling of property can imply a debt or misfortune.   The tendency is 
for Ghanaians to buy and hold property, then build a second dwelling and rent the first.  

The real estate market in Ghana is in its infancy, with very few property sales.  The real 
estate market is growing as a younger generation of Ghanaians realise the capital gains 
that can be made from property.     It is difficult, therefore, to ascertain the market 
value of real property for taxation and valuation purposes. (See discussion in the 
valuation paper for problems associated with valuation of land in Ghana).  There is no 
real estate market of any significance in rural areas. 

Government has support the development of the Ghana Real Estate Developers 
Association, which have constructed over 10,954 new homes since their formation in 
1988.  However, GREDA is essentially a developer organization and not a real estate 
service provider. 

Rental Markets 

The rental market is the most active property market in Ghana.  More than 75 percent 
of the urban population rely on rental accommodation or accommodation provided at 
minimal cost by friends and relatives.  There is an acute shortage of residential 
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accommodation in all urban areas resulting in overcrowding and a highly exploitative 
rental market.  It is not uncommon for landlords to request two years rent in advance in 
low-income inner-city housing areas of Accra and Kumasi. In high-income areas, six 
months rent in advance is common. More than 30 percent of monthly income can be 
spent on rental accommodation  (TD Consult 1999). The high rents paid for basic 
accommodation are a product of the failure to supply sufficient land for housing, and 
the weakness in the housing delivery systems to finance and construct sufficient 
accommodation to meet the demands of the rental market. 

 The rental market in both rural and urban areas relies very much on word-of-mouth.  In 
the larger urban centres estate agents provide services, with fees ranging from one to 
three months of that the monthly rental payment. Agents are not regulated and the fees 
charged are not easily negotiated. Most high-income rental properties will have a 
formal contractual agreement out the area and property to be leased and accompanying 
terms and conditions for payment and maintenance of the asset. For long-term leases 
these can be registered for the protection of the lessee. Medium and low-income renters 
will normally receive a note from a landlord.  In many cases terms and conditions are 
not described and tenants are left with very little protection from eviction or rent rises. 
It is almost impossible to register a lease for a low or medium rental housing, as 
ownership of property often remains unclear.  

It would be extremely difficult to regulate the rental property market in Ghana.  Most 
rental agreements are informal, and landlords would be most reluctant to engage in the 
signing of formal leases which can be registered as this would involve payment of taxes 
and other charges, which in turn would be passed on to tenants.  Until the housing 
supply problem can be addressed, any attempt to regulate the rental market, except for 
the upper income group, is likely to cause of further hike in rents in urban areas. 

Access to Land for Housing 

The publication on the State of the Ghanaian Economy in 2000 (ISSER 2001:114) 
highlights some of the fundamental problems facing the development of housing in 
Ghana.  The report notes the lack of adequate financing, higher lending rate, acquisition 
of land for large-scale housing projects and high prices of land and building materials is 
significant problem.  The report draws specific attention to the issues of land in Accra. 

"Land litigation in Accra, in particular, impedes individuals efforts in putting up their 
own residential units.  The State has the responsibility of assisting the private sector 
through the formulation and implementation of policies that will remove the 
impediments in the housing industry.  The public sector should focus on the provision 
of infrastructure, facilitation of land acquisition and the development of a viable 
housing finance system". 

The provision of adequate housing in Ghana is a problem that is a major challenge to 
both government and the private sector.  On average there are more than 4.5 
households per house (national shelter strategy 1999).  More than 52 percent of houses 
have between two and for households in them.  There are on average 17 persons per 
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house, and the average number of rooms in a house is eight. Approximately 35 percent 
of houses have between 5 and 9 households.   

Most houses in Ghana area compound house. That is there are multiple households 
using different rooms of a house. Most compound houses are single storey.   About 57 
percent of houses in Accra are compound houses.  The national shelter strategy found 
17.2% of houses in Accra were detached dwellings.   Table 1 shows the distribution of 
dwelling types from the national shelter strategy (1999) and the housing survey for the 
strategic plan for the Greater Accra Metropolitan Area. 

Table 8.4 Survey of Housing Types in Accra (1990 and 1999) 

Description of Dwelling 19991 19902

Compound house 57.3 52.0

Multi-storey Compound House - 10.00

Detached House 17.2 21.7

Semi-detached 11.7 11.0

Terraced 0.6 0.6

Flats 7.3 1.2

Servants Quarters 3.9 2.5

Other Accommodation  2.0 1.0

 100.0 100.0
1 National Shelter Sector Strategy 1999 

2 Accra Planning and Development Program 1990

In 1990 and was estimated that ok were in excess of 8000 uncompleted dwellings in the 
Accra Metropolitan Area.  This figure has risen significantly in recent years with more 
than 50% of dwellings in new residential areas remaining uncompleted for up to five 
years after commencing the construction of foundations.  The lack of access to finance, 
rapid increases in material costs, and the tendency for Ghanaians to build large houses 
beyond the capability to service loan repayments are significant factors contributing to 
the slow completion rate and the high rate of occupancy of the existing dwellings stock. 

The current high prices of land, especially in Accra, is constraining severely access to 
land by low and middle income groups.  Current prices for land in Accra prohibit no 
income people (approximately 60 percent of the population) from participating in the 
land market.  There is a however the need to acquire land to build rental 
accommodation to service the needs of this sector of society.  The failure of 
government and planning policies and district assembly level to secure large areas of 
land at prices that enable the construction of no income accommodation will further 
compound the problem of overcrowding that is prevalent in most Ghanaian towns and 
cities.  Already, there are large numbers of people that are homeless and sleeping 
wherever shelter is available in Accra. 
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The prevalence of compound housing will continue in the foreseeable future, however 
to overcome the acute housing problem in urban centres, a focus on the development of 
flats and apartments for no one median income groups will be necessary to overcome 
the high demand for rental accommodation.  The development of apartment buildings 
will require strata title and leases which can be registered in order to secure tenureship 
of property.  The current provisions of the law are not clear with respect to the issue of 
strata title and long-term leases over strata property.  This is an issue that is discussed 
in more detail in the law and regulations working paper. 

Role of Agents in the Land and Property market  (Seth to write) 

 

 

Expatriate Ghanaian Involvement in Land and Property Markets  

Since the early 1990s, there has been substantial investment in urban property markets 
by expatriate Ghanaians. In excess of 3 million Ghanaians are thought to reside abroad.  
Many of these still feel a strong affinity with Ghana, and in recent years have begun to 
acquire property in the belief that they are all their descendants may one day return 
home. Discussions with the chiefs in the greater Accra region and the Ghana Real 
Estate Development Association (GREDA) suggest that more than 60 percent of sales 
of residential land and property have been to expatriate Ghanaians.  In Kumasi, 
paramount chiefs indicate that more than 50 percent of residential sales were made to 
expatriate Ghanaians.  The effect of expatriate demand for land has been to create a 
severe distortion in the value of urban land markets and compounded the problem of 
speculation  - especially in Accra.   

Another effect of expatriate Ghanaian investment in local property markets has been to 
substantially reduced access to land by middle and lower income groups.  In 1990, 
about 25 percent of urban households in Accra owned or had access land (Accra 
Planning and Development Program 1991).  The standard of living survey of 2000 
suggests that less than 11 percent of households have the means of securing access to 
land.  The implications of continued investment by expatriate Ghanaians in the 
residential market where are supply is being constrained severely by physical and 
current land administration practices is likely to significantly exclude the local 
population from participating in land and property markets, especially in urban centres. 

A significant issue for respect to expatriate land market activities is that many 
payments for land are conducted offshore, with no money remitted to Ghana. The effect 
of this practice is that the government loses export revenue from transfers and capital 
gains tax if the property is sold to another expatriate Ghanaian and the transaction is 
conducted outside the country. Many resident Ghanaians are also avoiding tax by 
depositing funds off shore and not declaring these as income.   According to estate 
agents, up 30 percent of transactions involving off shore payments by expatriate 
Ghanaians may be occurring.  If this is correct, the government of Ghana is being 
defrauded of several millions of dollars in export transfers.   The effect of these 
activities means that residents Ghanaians pay for full transaction costs and taxes related 
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to land and property, while expatriate Ghanaians at transferring these offshore with no 
remuneration benefit to government.  This adds to the cost of land development.  

 Underdeveloped Land held by Individuals and Institution 

A paradoxical phenomenon associated with land in Accra is that, in the face of 
apparent shortage of resulting in high land costs, there are large areas of undeveloped 
or under-utilised land held by individuals and institutions.  These consist of lands 
granted by stools, families and individuals and state land granted by government in the 
early 1960s. At that time stool and families, in particular, were completely unaware of 
the future value of the land, and gave freehold grants of large areas of parcels - 
sometimes for very little consideration.  A number of beneficiaries of such grants were 
unable to develop the lands because of lack of finance. Others held on to the land for 
speculative purposes. 

The freehold rights of non-Ghanaians to these lands were removed under provisions in 
the 1969 Constitution.  Freehold land was converted to fifty years leaseholds, with the 
reversionary interest vested in the State in 2009.  However, with land held by 
Ghanaians, there is no effective machinery for ensuring release of undeveloped land for 
development, particularly as many of the sales were no document.  Where such 
documents exist, they contained no covenants to prevent grantees holding the land for 
long periods without development. Subsequently, large areas of land in Cantonments, 
Airport Residential and Labone have remained vacant or grossly under-utilised for 
more than 40 years.  These lands are highly valuable and generally well serviced land.   
The situation also exists with government grants covered by leases. Although most 
leases contain covenants for re-entry if development does not take place after a 
stipulated period, such covenants have not been enforced.  Attempts to enforce the 
covenants of lessees merely resulted in lessees putting a wall or some minimal 
constructional works on the site. 

Government Departments, parastatal institutions and other public organisation, 
especially the military, hold large areas of undeveloped land. These public institutions 
have not been able to develop the land for various reasons.  Lack of funds for 
development, changes in the structure ministries and the inability to fulfil the purposes 
for which Government acquired land has resulted in many very large and under-utilised 
sites with significant development potential.  For example, the State Housing 
Corporation set up in 1965 still holds at least 4,100 acres of land with 70% of it in 
Accra. Thus we have a situation where the land is held simply because it was granted 
some many years ago by some stools or because it has been allocated to some 
institution by Government. 

In 1990, under the Accra Planning and Development Program, a pilot project to 
redevelop several large government bungalows was undertaken in the Cantonments 
areas.  Several other projects of a similar type have been undertaken in this area and 
other parts of the city since then.  There are however, very large tracts of land in public 
ownership or vested status that remain vacant, which could be redeveloped easily to 
provide land and housing for low income groups.  
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A significant problem that has emerged with inner city land redevelopment is that these 
areas are much sought after by expatriate Ghanaians which have artificially inflated 
property and land values.   Property in potential redevelopment areas are sought 
because title is considered very secure (which adds a premium to land), the areas are 
mostly serviced and in close proximity to business, community and recreation facilities.  
Recent prices for land of $250,000/acre have been offered in the Cantonments area.  
The impact of this process is having a knock on effect on all residential land in inner 
city areas and other land uses such as industrial land.  Prices in excess of $150,000 per 
acre are being paid for services industrial land in Spinifex and other industrial land, 
despite low demand.  Large vacant and redevelopable land are thus being held at 
artificial prices, with no pressure being applied to make better use of this resource.     

Low Land Values in the CBD  

A paradox to the high land values in spacious inner city areas of Accra and to a lesser 
extent Kumasi, is the low value of land in the Central Business District and adjacent 
areas.  Initially, most of the CBD was developed for residential purposes. With the 
growth of Accra, many residential areas were converted to commercial trading, but 
have maintained their residential function.  The inability of the land market to meet the 
demand for affordable land and housing has resulted in gross over crowding in 
traditional areas like Jamestown and Bukom.  The tradition of most Ghanaians to hold 
rather than sell property has meant that there are hardly any land sales in the CBD. The 
smallness of plots and complex nature of ownership make it extremely difficult to 
assemble parcels of land for comprehensive redevelopment. 

On the other hand, the larger parcels of vacant and undeveloped land outside the CBD 
in Kumasi and Accra have made it relatively easy for developers to develop.  Any 
comparison of land market values between the CBD and inner city areas is really a 
reflection of the per capita income of people who acquire these types of developments, 
the size of the parcels of land and ease with which sites can be developed or 
redeveloped. However, when comparison is made of rent per square metre, rents in the 
CBD per floor space are definitely higher than that in the quality residential 
development. In the CBD and surrounding residential areas of Osu and Labadi 
occupancy rates exceed 2.5 persons room or 1.6 m2 per person <<APDP 1992 - Not 
Found>>. This is because the shortage of accommodation in the housing market has 
become so acute, that rental advances of up to five years for a room are not uncommon.    

Unsustainable Land Development  

The desire by Ghanaians to own large areas of land and houses have resulted in 
an urban form pattern or sprawl that is not affordable.  First class residential plot sizes 
range are normally 100x100 feet (30x30 m) or 100x75 feet (30x21.5m), or 0.2 and 0.16 
of an acre (900 m2 and 650m2).  When circulation and community land uses are 
included, average gross housing densities are less than 3 dwellings per acre (7.5 
dwellings per hectare). This compares to 10 per acre (25 per hectare) in inner parts of 
Accra, Kumasi and Cape Coast.  The low density of land development occurring in the 
country’s major urban centres adds significantly to the cost of urban services, 
maintenance, business costs, travel times and energy consumption.   
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Current subdivision standards applying to urban development are not 

sustainable. The inability of town planning authorities to manage development of land 
to ensure a greater choice of plot size for smaller or apartment housing has led to a the 
lack of choice in residential plot size has excluded all but the upper income group and 
expatriate Ghanaians for participating in the land and property market.  The weakness 
of metropolitan authorities to adopted policies to reduce plot sizes to make more land 
available for lower income groups will continue to compound the housing crisis and 
growing rates of urban poverty in larger urban centres. Overcoming the development 
practice of creating large parcels of land will be difficult.  The failure to do so will not 
only add to the cost of servicing metropolitan and urban centres, but also compound the 
housing and growing levels of poverty in inner urban areas.   

Social and Equity Issues Affecting Land 

Inequality of Holdings 

No reliable data is available to undertake a Gini coefficient analysis of the equitability 
of land distribution of land holdings by size in Ghana.  In a study of rural farm holdings 
in three districts of Ghana  (Migot-Adholla, et al. 1994), the authors found wide 
variations in average farm size within and between the regions studied.  The largest 20 
percent of farms account for 56.3% of land in Anloga, 51.7 percent in Wassa, and 
51.4% in Ejura.  The Gini coefficients were estimated at 0.51 for Anloga, and 0.46 
Wassa and Ejura.  Anloga region had the most severe degree of inequality in land 
distribution.  There is need of research to extend the above research to other regions of 
Ghana to develop an overall understanding of regional inequality of land holdings for 
the rest of the country.  However, this needs to be done with care as farm holding size 
does not necessarily relate to production capabilities of land, and this would need to be 
factored into the Gina coefficient analysis.  

Landlessness and Homelessness 

Many groups of people in Ghana are without adequate shelter or land with which to 
make a living.  These include landless rural families, urban squatters, internally 
displaced families, street dwellers, and refugees.  The National Shelter Sector Strategy 
(1999) drew attention to the increasing number of landless and homeless people. The 
number of landless and homeless people may be as high as 3 percent, and higher in the 
larger urban settlements.  Landlessness can be caused by the loss of usufruct rights, 
death of a farmer, loss of employment, disaster, illness, divorce, domestic violence and 
disenfranchisement where cross cultural marriage between matriarchal and patriarchal 
families leaves children without inheritance rights.   

Credit and the Land Economy 

Access to credit is a major constraint to the development of land markets in Ghana. 
Most banks and financial institutions are reluctant to provide long-term finance for the 
purchase of land or property.  The most significant formal credit in Ghana is personal 
pledges that are provided by family, business and personal networks. Private 
moneylenders offer short-term credit for purchases of basic necessities and consumer 
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items.  Interest rates for short-term money from moneylenders can be as high as 50 
percent. 

Most credit is provided on a short-term basis as this provides for a quick turnaround of 
capital and avoids the risk of the erosion of capital caused by rapid inflation.  The 
search of the land titles office in Accra indicated that less than 10 percent of land had a 
mortgage over the title.  Given that less than 10 percent of land which is subdivided 
goes through the formal registration process, the number of mortgaged parcels of land 
is likely to be less than 1 percent nationwide.  

The government of Ghana has taken steps to try and develop a mortgage finance 
market for housing.  The home finance company was established as part of a World 
Bank initiative under urban II, however the company has very limited funds and 
usually only lends to higher income groups.  Commercial banks and other financial 
institutions provide personal mortgage finance to employees and senior executives 
staff. 

The rural bank of Ghana was established to provide Micro credit facility is to farmers 
to buy fertiliser, seed and equipment.  The bank does not provide credit to farmers for 
the purchase of land or capital to undertake major improvements to land (Aryeetey 
1996).  Most loans provided by the rural bank a very small and have a short-term 
duration. There are a growing number of smaller rural bank enterprises being 
established in Ghana, which provided mainly short-term credits to merchants and 
traders in rural communities.  

The lack of capital to support the development of land markets in Ghana is a major 
constraint upon the development of the country.  Evidence from other African countries 
suggests that improving access to credit can boost increased productivity in the rural 
land sector (Carter, Wiebe & Blarel 1994).  Despite several attempts to improve credit 
to support the land market, Micro finance and housing finance is beyond the reach of 
most income groups in Ghana, with people still preferring to use private and informal 
means to raise funds to enter the land and housing markets. 

Land Use Planning   

A significant issue affecting the performance of the land economy is town and country 
planning.  This is the subject of a separate working paper and was discussed in detail in 
the world Bank Study of on Land Administration in Ghana (Adlington, et al. 1998:43). 
There are significant problems with the planning systems, with two government 
agencies responsible for the approval of planning schemes. The Minister for the 
Environment, Science and Technology and district assemblies can both approve 
planning schemes. This creates significant problems on the legitimacy and 
enforceability of plans.  Customary owners can also grant rights to the use of land, 
often in contravention of a planning scheme or with out consideration to an approved 
layout.  

The law with respect to planning was passed in 1945 (Town and Country Planning 
Ordinance (Cap 84)), which is weak and incapable of enforcing proper control over the 
management of land.  The Local Government Law (Act 462) 1993 does not give 
district assemblies sufficient powers to effectively manage the development of land. 
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The weakness of the planning system leaves the land market open to exploitation and 
corruption. Most development is conducted without planning approval; subsequently 
land for community and infrastructure services is sold and built upon.  

The inability of town and country planning to manage urban development is 
compounding the problems of land tenure and urban management.  New laws are 
required to enforce planning controls, more resources are necessary to police illegal 
development and improved procedures are needed to improve the delivery of land and 
to ensure all development is planned.      

D. LAND ECONOMY AND DEVELOPMENT ISSUES  

 

The various discussions on the land economy above pose a number of questions and 
challenges to the design of the LAP.  The dualisms that exist between the formal and 
informal land economies, State and customary management and administration of land 
and customary and the statutory law presents a significant challenge in finding a way 
forward to develop a well functioning land market in urban and rural areas.  Can this be 
achieved through the marriage and evolution of customary and statutory systems of 
governance and land administration?  Or must one system be allowed to dominate or 
evolve to tailor the specific beliefs and aspirations of the many peoples of Ghana.  
These are strategic issues that are fundamental to the development of the Ghana land 
administration program. The following issues, which are raised in the form of 
questions, will necessitate further investigation as part of the LAP design and 
implementation process. 

Is it possible to have dual tenure systems for land management and administration 
and still create a dynamic land economy? 

Since colonial times, there has been consistent rivalry and lack trust between the State 
and customary land administration systems.  Various attempts have been made to 
incorporate customary practice into the formal system by offering limited autonomy.   
For various reasons, governments have taken back or assumed responsibility for land, 
especially during the 1960s when large areas of land were vested in the government, 
without compensation.  Customary allodial rights to land are recognised in the 1993 
Constitution together with the rights of customary landowners to manage and 
administer their own lands.  Any attempt by the State to remove or interfere greatly 
with the customary tenure system for the administration of land in the country will 
meet with fierce resistance.  The current customary system operated well for hundreds 
of years and has been progressively formalised by changes in traditional and statutory 
law.  

There is justification therefore in favouring the retention and development of both 
customary tenure and state tenure systems in Ghana.  It can be argued that by providing 
support for indigenous tenure systems, this may inhibit the expansion of the land 
economy.  While this argument is plausible, the experience in Ghana shows that in 
situations of agriculture stagnation, where individuals must find non-farm careers, they 
have often tended to migrate to urban areas rather than start rural non-farm businesses 
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(Migot-Adholla, et al. 1994).  Rural economic diversification appears to be closely 
associated with significant transformations in social organisations and adaptations in 
land tenure practices.  Thus facilitating the evolution of a more formalised and 
managed rural customary land tenure system may facilitate a faster movement towards 
a more productive rural economy than attempts to impose state reorganisation of land. 
This would very likely be the case if the customary system is allowed to generate 
revenue that can use to develop critical infrastructure to support agriculture 
development. 

The same cannot be said for urban development.  Hear the customary system is acting 
contrary to the interest of sustainable development.  A World Banks Report in 1998 
(Adlington, Clarke & Shepard 1998:115) found  

“ Security of title is without question the most serious impediment affecting the vitality 
of the real estate sector.  Questions of secure title and the glacial dispute resolution 
system associated with settlement of conflicting claims affecting land we adversely 
cited as the primary cause of disruption, delay and high costs in the real estate sector.” 

The evidence, therefore, to suggest that there is opportunity for a dual land tenure 
administration system to operate in Ghana.  This may involve developing a slight more 
formalised customary system that is allowed to evolve in the rural sector and operate in 
parallel with the formal statutory system that exists at present, and a formal system in 
urban areas that takes over the totally unsustainable informal system that predominates 
at present.  Greater formalisation of the customary system is needed to restore surety 
and rebuild confidence the statutory land tenure system. This provides choice and to 
allows time for a transition of all land in rural areas to be registered under a statutory 
system at some time in the future. This may take 50 years.  The concept to formalise 
and provide a path for the customary system to evolve needs to be developed and tested 
as part of the LAP.    

Can existing Customary Land Tenure and Administration Systems be made more 
formal to support the development of the land Economy? 

Existing arrangements for landholding and development of land in Ghana have resulted 
from and continue to be conditioned by cultural, social and legal traditions and 
practices.  One of the major issues associated with indigenous tenure systems is that 
they are not particularly responsive to rapid economic change.  Many rights attached to 
a customary grant are specific in relation to crops and other activities that can be 
conducted on the land.  Changes of use or mixed-use provisions cannot be handled 
easily by indigenous tenure systems.  For this reason, rights attached to customary 
grants to land may need to be more flexible, or alternatively customary land must 
become subject to formal planning provisions of a district-planning scheme.  There 
may be significant difficulties in changing customary practice to enable land grants to 
be considered under statutory rather than customary law in relation to land use rights 
for development.   

Evidence form Ghana and elsewhere in Africa suggests greater the formalisation of 
customary tenure rights does may bring about higher levels of investments (Antwi 
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1996; Place, Roth & Hazell 1994) but there are other factors such as access to credit 
and markets that may be equally important (Migot-Adholla, Place & Oluoch-Kosura 
1994). This suggests that any approach to enhancing the land tenure in rural areas must 
be coupled with other programs of support such as road infrastructure, micro credit and 
the development of markets for the benefits of improved security of tenures to translate 
into improve rural performance. 

Will land titling help Develop Land Markets in Urban and Rural Areas? 

The evidence that land titling will help the development land markets is perverse.  Two 
case studies in Kenya showed differing results.  One study (Carter, Wiebe & Blarel 
1994) showed plot size, tenure, credit and markets were significant variables.  Another 
(Migot-Adholla, Place & Oluoch-Kosura 1994) showed a very weak relationship 
between land rights and crop yields.  The evidence from three case studies in Wasa 
suggests land with the rights to transfer have higher levels of investment than those 
with only land use rights (Migot-Adholla, et al. 1994; Antwi 1996; Besley 1995).   This 
suggests an agreement that provides for transfer rights would have as much value as 
registered title.  Such arrangements would be significantly cheaper and easier to 
implement than registering title in rural areas.  The findings of these studies cannot be 
applied universally to Ghana, and further evidence form other parts of the country 
would need to be gathered to prove the hypothesis that transfer rights may be a 
sufficiently adequate level of security to develop land markets in rural Ghana. 

In urban centres, the backlog of over almost 45,000 applications awaiting title shows 
strong evidence that title is import in urban land markets where litigations and 
definition of title is not clear.   Over 95 percent of applications are for urban areas.  The 
high demand for title reinforces other evidence that land titling does enhance the 
development of urban markets (World Bank 2000; Payne 1997).  The high demand for 
registered tile in urban areas justifies the need for an accelerated program of titling in 
urban areas especially Accra and Kumasi.  However, a large number of applications are 
the subject of land dispute, and it will take many years resolve these problems.   A 
rapid means of adjudication and settlement of disputes is needs to be tested in a 
prototype investigation project to accelerate titling in urban areas.    

Will land titling improve productivity of rural and urban land?   

One of the arguments put forward for conducting comprehensive land titling and 
adjudication is that its leads to increases in land productivity by increasing security and 
reducing the possibility of disputes, offers the opportunity for land to be used as 
collateral, and encourages owners to make the best use of land.  In the much-quoted 
study of Thailand titling was seen to have improved the productivity of land (Feder, et 
al. 1988).  However, as evidence elsewhere suggests, that there are many other factors 
that contribute to land productivity other than security of tenure.  It is also a dangerous 
practice to assume that what works in Asia or South America will work in Africa.  The 
evidence in rural Africa suggests the contrary.  In a land mark study for three rural 
regions of Ghana, Migot-Adholla, et al. (1994) found: 

"little evidence that land tenure insecurity has contributed to agriculture inefficiency.  
Therefore, any program that would altar property rights in land is likely to increase 
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farm output only modestly, if at all.  The variation in the extent of individualisation of 
our three study areas suggests that privatisation of land rights is enhanced by 
population pressure and agricultural commercialisation.  This finding implies that 
markets for land are more likely to develop in the densely populated areas particularly 
after the prospects for non-agricultural employment and alternative sources of 
livelihood are improved.  Given these findings, it may be concluded that the costly 
national land-tightening program by itself, without improvements in rural 
infrastructure, marketing, credit institutions, input supply and extension services, 
would be ineffective and probably counter-productive." 

Further 

We do not find evidence that "incorrect" land tenure arrangements are the primary 
cause or even a minor caused of no agricultural output.  Many other factors such as 
health, education, credit availability and infrastructure appeared to be more urgent 
problems facing rural households will stop unless these conditions are altered, local 
tenure arrangements will continue to respond to these problems by offering some 
insurance against the income risk that the conditions create.  It is conceivable that 
once in rural conditions are significantly improved, tenure systems are likely to adapt 
to become more individualised as agriculture production intensifies.  Nonetheless, the 
current pace of individualisation appears to have provided farmers with sufficient 
Security to undertake productivity enhancing improvements on their land stop 
attempting to change tenure arrangements will land rights alone is unlikely to achieve 
higher output and incomes for farmers. 

Will Security of Tenure lead to increase Opportunities to Gain Access to Credit? 

One of the virtues trumpeted about land titling is that it helps to improve access to 
credit.  Landowners can use land as collateral to build a house or for other investments.   
Given the lack of long-term capital made available by banks and other financial 
institutions in Ghana for mortgage and property finance, title appears to offer limited 
opportunities to gain access to formal credit. As noted earlier less than 8 percent of 
registered titles in Accra have a caveat for a mortgage lodged against the title. Further, 
as the number of titles registered titles have increased, the number of registed 
mortgages has declined. In 2000 only 67 mortgages were registered in Accra.  The 
evidence that title will increase the availability of credit for mortgages and investment 
suggests that it does not.  

In Migot-Adholla, et al. (1994:110) study of Angola, Wassa and Ejura, the authors 
found : 

“ little evidence of the link between security of tenure and the use of credit is weak.  
First, the use of land as collateral is limited.  In Anloga, only 8 of 36 commercial bank 
loans were secured against land or required proof of land ownership.  In Wassa, 5 of 
28 formal sector loans used land as credit guarantee.  Land was not used in 7 formal 
sector lones in Ejura.  Whereas, 47.8 percent of households in Anloga and 22.0% of 
those in Wassa use credit in 1987, only 5.7 percent of households in Ejura use credit.”   
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Does the Nature of Tenure affect the Ability to Secure Credit? 

It would appear that there are significant differences in the value and access to credit 
between customary and state land.  State lands grants carry a few encumbrances and 
the use of the land are largely determined by statutory town planning requirements.  
Customary land, while subject to the same conditions, may have other sets of 
conditions, which might be considered an encumbrance.   The extent of these rights 
imposed upon a lease can have a very significant impact on the level of capital lenders 
are willing to lend on land and property.   

In Ghana, freehold or state leases command premium prices because the likelihood of 
dispute over ownership or definition is very small.  Estate Agents in Accra report State 
land grants will draw a 20 - 50 percent premium over customary land depending on 
locality. An inspection of the stamp tax register shows the majority of mortgages 
registered on titles since 1998 were given to land with freehold or state leasehold title.  
The impression gained from lending institutions is they have preference for granting 
loans against state leases and freehold because the land is easier to repossess.  There is 
need to test if the basis of tenure affects credit worthiness. If it does, this could have a 
significant impact on the ability to raise credit for the land and housing markets. 

Will improvements to the Land Planning System Enhance the Performance of the 
Land Economy? 

The Ghana Urban Land Administration Study (Adlington, Clarke & Shepard 1998) 
draws attention to the failure of the planning to mange urban development in Ghana.  
The reasons for the failure of planning are documented in the Working Paper on 
planning where it is noted: 

“The only legislation that is holding up the land delivery system is the outdated 1945 
Town and Country Planning Act. Planning relies too much on centralised and negative 
controls. It should be replaced by a more positive planning and development law 
allowing developers more freedom and providing local authorities more flexibility to 
deal with the urgent and critical issues of land subdivision and environmental 
protection.” 

Post experience has shown that the planning system in Ghana worked very well and 
made a very positive contribution the development of the land economy.  The failure to 
enforce planning laws and regulations and building codes is one of the principle 
reasons for so many disputes in urban areas.  In Kumasi, planning schemes are 
complied with in most areas, so that new development and the provision of 
infrastructure services can be handled in an orderly manor.  It is essential that a new 
law be introduced to address the weakness of current laws.  Unless there is a 
willingness to enforce town planning and building requirements the performance of the 
urban economy and land markets will be plagued by disputes over title and use of land. 

Will security of land tenure reduce rural and urban poverty?  

The correlation between land titling and poverty alleviation is tenuous.  Poverty is most 
severe in Ghana in rural areas, although urban poverty is rising as the pace of 
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urbanisation increases (National Poverty Alleviation Strategy 2000, GSLS 2000).  
Many of the poor in rural areas are usufruct or tenant share cropping farmers, which 
have very limited security of tenure to land.  Few of these groups will ever be able to 
own land and therefore would not benefit from formal land tilting. Poverty alleviation 
may be improved if greater security of tenure were available to usufruct and 
sharecropping farmers.   For many rural landowners of customary land, the situation is 
little different.  Most lease titleholders could secure title but chose not to because there 
is no perceived benefit and there is an obligation to pay rent on the ground lease.   

In urban areas over 70 percent of households have very limited security of tenure to 
land and housing.  Most of these households comprise the low income and the very 
poor.    Land titling therefore would make an insignificant contribution to poverty 
alleviation.   Greater control of the practice of landlords and agents seeking exorbitant 
rent advances and proper residential leases would significantly reduce poverty. This is 
more a land administration matter for which a real estate law is required. 

 

E. STRATEGY FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE LAND   ECONOMY  

 

To address the many problems facing in the land economy and land development in 
Ghana requires a strategic and integrated approach to land management and 
administration that respects the rights and aspiration of customary and State interests.  
The polarity and dualism that exists between the two systems of land management and 
administration in the country has created a situation which has undermined the 
potential of the land economy to be used as an effective instrument for growth and 
development of the country.  The State and customary systems are inefficient, corrupt 
and benefiting the self-interest of a few that exploits the weaknesses of each.  There is a 
total lack of trust and confidence in both systems of land administration and 
management. The intent of the state system is to develop a modern market economy 
and land markets that will encourage investment in new industries and agriculture to 
help rebuild the economy of Ghana.  The customary system seeks to preserve a 
traditional way of life that by adopting a more communal approach to development.  
Both systems are failing the nation, and new approaches to the development of the land 
economy are called for.  

The weakness of the two systems is they both fail to capitalise on the value of land.  
The returns from land and property investment are low. Land and property assets are 
grossly under performing.  Ironically, both systems are seeking the same objective, 
how to maximise the return from the most valuable resources the nation has: its land 
and people.  The key to a successful LAP must be to use improvements to land 
management and administration system to capitalise these two great assets to increase 
investment and revenue flow from land and property.   

The following strategy to investigate means of developing the land economy, land 
markets and to improve the land development process is presented for consideration, 
testing and development.  The thrust of the strategy is based on achieving mutual 
respect and building a platform that will enable a more shared perspective and 
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responsibility for the management of land in Ghana.   There are five principle 
objectives and suggested strategy elements that are presented for consideration and 
testing by the LAP.  These will be investigated through a range of policy studies. The 
five elements are discussed briefly below. 

Objective 1 To Develop Measures to Formalise and Enhance the Performance of 
the Land Economy 

Most of the land and property transactions that occur in the land economy of Ghana are 
informal. This deprives government and customary landowners of precious revenue to 
support the development of land and add value to the economy.  Matters the necessitate 
investigation, new policies and actions to enhance the performance of the land 
economy include:    

• Formalising the management and administration of customary land economy;  

• Engaging customary heads of stools and families in a strategic alliance with 
revenue and taxation collection;   

• Greater transparency of land markets and disbursements of revenues collected 
from customary and state lands revenue collection centres  

• Regulate the operations of land and property markets including real estate and 
expatriate offshore transactions involving land and property 

• Develop a new planning law that establishes a more formal and coherent 
process for land planing and development  

Objective 2 To Address the Supply Side Problems of Land Delivery and Shelter  

The inability to meet the demand for land and housing has created severe distortions in 
land and property markets.  This has excluded the majority of Ghanaians living in the 
larger urban centres from gaining access to land or shelter to buy or rent at affordable 
prices.  Matters that need to be investigated and policies and actions developed to 
streamline the delivery of land and shelter include: 

• Cause of the failure of markets in the land economy to supply sufficient land 
and housing at prices that are affordable and meet the needs of different income 
groups; 

• Means of accelerating the completion of thousands of partially constructed 
dwellings to increase the supply of housing and rental accommodation in 
overcrowded urban centres;  

• Means of enhancing supply side capacity to accelerate the provision of 
infrastructure, housing finance, construction materials; 

• Release of government lands for development by district assemblies and private 
developers for lower income housing; 

• Means of accelerating the delivery of rental housing including condominium 
and apartment housing.  

• Planning laws and development approval procedures 
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Objective 3 To Enhance the Performance and Sustainability of Development of 
Land and Property  

The land and property market in Ghana is under performing and distorted, with the 
value of assets unknown or not easily assessed because of false declarations.  Land 
development practices and use is often not sustainable, adding to the operational cost of 
land servicing and asset maintenance.   Matters that need to be investigated and policies 
and actions taken to improve information and enhance the performance and 
sustainability of land and property development are: 

• Conduct a national land market assessment study to provided baseline 
information to benchmark changes in the land economy and performance of 
policies developed by the LAP; 

• Investigate the extent of and potential for title registration or more secure forms 
of tenure on the development and investment in land and property.   

• Develop policies and procedures for improving revenue collection from land;  

• Conduct and Inventory and valuation of all government land and property 
assets; 

• Identify means of capitalising upon land and property to increase investment in 
the economy and to address poverty issues outline in the National Poverty 
Alleviation Strategy; 

• Means of systematically collecting and adjusting of land values for revenue and 
tax collection by customary owners and state agencies; 

• Developing Incentives to stimulate investment to the Land Economy 

Objective 4 Equity, Justice and Transparency  

Poverty alleviation to improve the well being of population is one of the principle 
platforms of government policy to rebuild the economy.  The inequalities of gaining 
access and security of tenure to land and property and the lack of open systems to 
address disputes relating to land and property tenure act against the principles or social 
and natural justice, transparency and building trust in systems that are used to manage 
and administer land in Ghana.  To redress these matters, further investigation leading to 
the development of policies and actions are needed.  The strategy to ensure greater 
equity, justice and transparency in the land economy will involve: 

• Identifying means of protecting the basic rights of tenants to occupy and use 
land and housing under formal and customary law and practice; 

• Identifying the reasons and means to address market failure to provide adequate 
and secure access to land or rental accommodation by low-income or 
disadvantaged groups in rural and urban communities;  

• Identify means to remove unscrupulous practices by landowners that exploit the 
poor because of the failure of land market to able to deliver adequate or 
affordable shelter;  
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• Developing improved revenue sharing and disbursement arrangements between 

customary land owners and government;    

• Developing simple and affordable measures to redress land and tenancy 
disputes; 

• Maintaining an open and simple accountancy record of land and property 
transactions; 

• Ensuring social and natural justice principles are upheld on the rights and 
inheritance to land and property;  

• Addressing gender equity on land and property; 

• Identifying means of reducing landlessness and homelessness; and 

• Addressing the problems of informal settlement and resettlement as necessary.  

Objective 5 Capacity Building   

The development and maintenance of efficient and effective state and customary land 
management and administration systems that will require educated, competent and 
adequately resourced personnel to run them.  The capability and capacity of the current 
system will need to need to be substantially upgraded, integrated, open and engaging of 
customers using the services provided.  Capacity building not only involves the 
building of systems and the capability of personnel to service land administration 
requirements, but to educating, informing and engaging communities on the values of 
improving security of tenure to land and property.   The following matters need further 
investigation which will lead to the development of policies and actions to improve the 
capacity of state and customary land management and administration systems to 
support the development of the land economy. 

• The development of training programs for stool/skin and family heads on 
customary state and customary land administration procedures and laws; 

• The Develop the capacity and formal accounting procedures for Office of Stool 
Land to operate as revenue centres. 

• The development of integrated one stop shop centres to deal with for all matters 
of land at regional and district level; 

• Benchmarking the performance of the land economy against the objectives of 
the LAP; 

• Increasing the research and development capabilities to investigate and monitor 
the reasons for change in the land economy; 

• Develop community education and learning programs to support the LAP; 

• Improving the capacity of planning, surveying, valuation and other land related 
professions to supports the needs of the dual land management and 
administration systems in Ghana;  

• Develop continuing professional eduction programs for land management and 
development professions, and  
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• Introduce strategic, development and budgetary planning to both state and 

customary institutions to improve the management of the land economy. 

G. ACTIONS FOR IMPLEMENTATION OF THE STRATEGY FOR THE 
DEVELOPMENT OF THE LAND ECONOMY 

 

The above strategy outlines a range of specific activities that will involve the 
preparation of policy studies, actions or the adoption of measures that being about 
immediate improvements to the land and administration system.  A series of policy 
studies are proposed for the 1st phase of the LAP.  The land economy, by its very 
nature, is multi-faceted; and the strategy presented to investigate the land economy 
overlaps with many other components of the LAP.  To avoid unnecessary duplication 
with other policy study investigations and actions proposed by the LAP, many elements 
of the strategy will be investigated by other policy studies.   

The proposed Land Economy and Development Policy Study would investigate the 
following elements of the strategy: 

1. Measures to Formalise and Enhance the Performance of the Land Economy 

2. The Supply Side Problems of Land Delivery and Shelter  

3. The Supply Side Problems of Land Delivery and Shelter  

The terms of reference for the Land Economy and Development Policy Study are 
described in the project design document. 

Most of the equity, justice and transparency investigations (Objective 4) would be 
undertaken as part of the Social Assessment Policy Study.  The issue market failure to 
proved access to affordable rental housing would be address by the land market 
assessment study in the Land Economy and Development Policy Study.  The Strategy 
for Capacity Building (Objective 5) will be covered in the Organisational and Capacity 
Building Policy Study.   
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